
Groups Born Years of Awakening Auras

ALFA 1958-1968 1986-1987 Dark blue, green, purple with a metal protective shield

BETA 1968-1978 1997-2006 Dark blue, green, purple with slightly diminished shield

GAMMA 1978 -1988 2006-2016 blue, green, a crystal purple with minimal shield

DELTA 1988-1998 2016-2026 Pure indigo 

OMEGA 1998-2008 2026-2036 Pure indigo with a bright crystal color

CRYSTAL Healing Souls. They exhibit detachment from the world, they exhibit Autism and Asperger’s.

RAINBOW Crystal children tend to be much nicer than the Indigos and Rainbow children.

All categories need /seek emotional support intelligence alternative ways to be educated.

1 Very highly physically sensitive as they don’t respond well to western medicine.

2 Feeling they don’t belong or drawn to your family of origin. 

4 Feels like society is hostile, not interested in hearing about horrible news on TV.

3 Feel like they were born in the wrong time. 

5 Intelligence is above average, so not interested in the way school teaches today.

6 Responds better with alternative holistic medicine.

7 Seeks to collaborate with others, wether positive or negative, in peace loving ways.

8 Highly intuitive and imaginative

CHECKLIST 

Starseed Children 5 Generations - Archangel Michael

To elevate the energies and frequencies of the planet. To shine a light for others to awaken to their gifts. They are here to 

clear the path (mess) the world has gotten itself into.

 Indigo Subgroup - Archangel Gabriel
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9 Able to read between the lines. (B.S. meter)

10 Fascination with flying or with the stars (space)

11 Drawn towards what is considered conspiracy theory or the matrix to untangle it.

12a Old souls and wise above their years.

12b They look younger than they are.

13 Loves science fiction books and movies

14 Outer body experience 

15 Feels like they are on a mission to save the planet, environment, animals, etc.

16 Shows signs of physic and intuitive abilities

17 Loves nature

18 Vegetarian

19 Unexplained memories through dreams or past life regression

20 Spiritual

21 Loves animals

22 Feels homesick. They easily can move from place to place, seeking a place that feels like home.

23 Constantly searching for their life purpose.

24 Dreams about space, other planets, or other existence.

25 Believes in E.T.’s

26 Seeking others that feel or speak the same way they do (tribe)

27 Enjoys reading about others having E.T encounters

28 Empath

29 Don’t fit into societies molds because they lack fairness 

30 Cast aside by their community/ school. ( kicked out of school/ bullied)

31 Feels misunderstood not only by family, but community ( considered weird)

32 Felling of loneliness
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33 Easily able to jump timelines, creating different experiences and places, and things

34 Astro travel is easy , especially during meditation

35 Nature is so important that they defend it or move into it.

36 Believes in reincarnation 

37 Extroverted, but hates crowds

38 Dreams in color. They are able to control dreams, and know its a dream

39 Creative abilities such as making, drawing and building 2-D, 3-D, and 4-D objects

40 Interested in Einstein and Tesler (science)

41 Likes to doodle, draw objects, eyes, wings, tresses, etc

42 Dreams that come true 

43 Stands up for other children and animals 

More and more of these traits will show up as the child gets older.
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